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Luxury Car Rental Services Highlighted in Article on Global Car Rental
Trends notes Luxury Line Auto Rental

The Los Angeles area based car rental company explains that research in the auto rental
market size and trends exhibits a growth of consumer interest in luxury car rental.

Los Angeles, CA (PRWEB) June 10, 2016 -- According to an article published June 3 on WhaTech, a steady
growth in consumer market size for car rental companies is credited for fostering an increase in car rentals. The
article notes that, with more individuals taking advantage of improving road conditions, increasing their travel
budgets and incorporating more leisure and recreational activities into their daily lives, renting a car is
becoming increasingly commonplace for a wide variety of consumers. Luxury Line Auto Rental notes that their
broad range of luxury vehicles available for rent satisfies the desires of the increasingly demanding and
numerous consumers.

Theluxury car rental Los Angeles agency says that it focuses on renting out luxury cars to their customers with
a superior level of care and service. Moreover, Luxury Line Auto Rental offers complimentary transport to and
from LAX, plenty of convenient pick up and drop off locations ranging from Las Vegas to San Jose, as well as
private driver services, the company adds. Aside from that, the rental company says that they take extra care in
ensuring that their vehicles are mechanically sound and visually pleasing to clients. In business since 1989, the
agency says that it has been providing consistent service that keeps up with the changing times and desires of
their vast clientele. The agency adds that it aims to combine a first rate dealership experience with the ease and
convenience of an outstanding rental agency.

The Los Angeles agency goes on to note that their continuing success can largely be attributed to their
knowledgeable employees, their reputation for outstanding service to over 40,000 clients and its personnel’s
genuine love of luxury vehicles. Offering the Ferrari California, Porsche Panamera, and Aston Martin DB9 as
only some of their many vehicle choices, the agency notes that driving a luxury or exotic car is now a feasible
idea to just about any interested renter. Whether a customer is in the mood for cruising in style or transporting
family or friends in a first class vehicle, the rental agency notes that their emphasis on client satisfaction is what
drives them at all times. Luxury Line Auto Rental adds that it proudly serves a rapidly growing clientele of
luxury car aficionados in a thriving rental car market.

Since 1989, Luxury Line Auto Rental has been renting luxury automobiles to customers who, it notes, tend to
be people who enjoy the thrill of the road and top notch vehicle performance. For more detailed information
about the vehicles in Luxury Line Auto Rental’s showroom, or to make a reservation today, interested readers
may call the rental agency at (310) 229-0001, or visit it online at www.LuxuryLineAutoRental.com.
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Contact Information
Denisse Aguilar
Cyberset Corp
+1 (818) 883-7277 Ext: 112

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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